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optimizations depending on
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Many attacks (e.g. TLBleed from
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show that this portion of the CPU
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Case study: Constant-time sorting

10 years:
Quantum computer
Serious risk within 10 years:
Attacker has quantum computer
breaking today's most popular
crypto (RSA and ECC; even $aG$).

Hundreds of people
Submit 69 complete proposals
to international competition for
post-quantum crypto standards.

Subroutine in some submissions:
sort array of secret integers.
e.g. sort 768 32-bit integers.

How to sort secret data
without any secret addresses?

Typical sorting algorithms—
merge sort, quicksort, etc.—
choose load/store addresses
based on secret data. Usually
also branch based on secret data.

One submission to competition:
“Radix sort is used as
colorful sorting algorithm.”

Some versions of radix sort
avoid secret branches.
But data addresses in radix sort
still depend on secrets.

Easy constant-time exercise in C.
Warning: C standard allows
compiler to screw this up.
Even easier exercise in asm.
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Serious risk within 10 years:
Attacker has quantum computer breaking today's most popular public-key crypto (RSA and ECC; e.g., finding a given $\mathbf{G}$).
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Combine comparators into a **sorting network** for more inputs.

Example of a sorting network:

```
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \begin{scope}[every node/.style={circle,fill,inner sep=0.5ex}]
    \node (a1) at (0,0) {};
    \node (a2) at (0,1) {};
    \node (b1) at (1,0) {};
    \node (b2) at (1,1) {};
    \node (c1) at (2,0) {};
    \node (c2) at (2,1) {};
    \node (d1) at (3,0) {};
    \node (d2) at (3,1) {};
    \end{scope}
  \begin{scope}[every path/.style={ultra thick,draw=black}]
    \path (a1) edge (a2);
    \path (a2) edge (b1);
    \path (a2) edge (b2);
    \path (b1) edge (c1);
    \path (b2) edge (c2);
    \path (c2) edge (d1);
    \path (c2) edge (d2);
  \end{scope}
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
```
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```c
void int32_sort(int32 *x, int64 n)
{
    int64 t, p, q, i;
    if (n < 2) return;
    t = 1;
    while (t < n - t) t += t;
    for (p = t; p > 0; p >>= 1) {
        for (i = 0; i < n - p; ++i)
            if (!(i & p))
                minmax(x+i, x+i+p);
    }
    for (q = t; q > p; q >>= 1)
        for (i = 0; i < n - q; ++i)
            if (!(i & p))
                minmax(x+i+p, x+i+q);
}
```
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}
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```c
void int32_sort(int32 *x, int64 n)
{ int64 t, p, q, i;
  if (n < 2) return;
  t = 1;
  while (t < n - t) t += t;
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}
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Positions of comparators in a sorting network are independent of the input. Naturally constant-time. But \((n^2 - n)/2\) comparators produce complaints about performance as \(n\) increases.

Speed is a serious issue in the post-quantum competition. "Cost" is evaluation criterion; we'd like to stress this once again on the forum that we'd really like to see more platform-optimized implementations"; etc.

```c
void int32_sort(int32 *x, int64 n) {
    int64 t, p, q, i;
    if (n < 2) return;
    t = 1;
    while (t < n - t) t += t;
    for (p = t; p > 0; p >>= 1) {
        for (i = 0; i < n - p; ++i)
            if (!(i & p))
                minmax(x + i, x + i + p);
        for (q = t; q > p; q >>= 1)
            for (i = 0; i < n - q; ++i)
                if (!(i & p))
                    minmax(x + i + p, x + i + q);
    }
}
```

Previous slide: C translation of 1973 Knuth "merge exchange", which is a simplified version of 1968 Batcher "odd-even merge" sorting network.

\(\approx n\left(\log_2 n\right)\) comparators. Much faster than bubble sort.

Warning: many other descriptions of Batcher's sorting networks require \(n\) to be a power of 2. Also, Wikipedia says "Sorting networks are not capable of handling arbitrarily large inputs."
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```c
void int32_sort(int32 *x, int64 n)
{
    int64 t, p, q, i;
    if (n < 2) return;
    t = 1;
    while (t < n - t) t += t;
    for (p = t; p > 0; p >>= 1)
    {
        for (i = 0; i < n - p; ++i)
            if (!(i & p))
                minmax(x+i, x+i+p);
        for (q = t; q > p; q >>= 1)
            for (i = 0; i < n - q; ++i)
                if (!(i & p))
                    minmax(x+i+p, x+i+q);
    }
}
```

Previous slide: C translation of 1973 Knuth “merge exchange”, which is a simplified version of 1968 Batcher “odd-even merge” sorting networks.

$\approx n(\log_2 n)^2/4$ comparators. Much faster than bubble sort.

Warning: many other descriptions of Batcher’s sorting network require $n$ to be a power of 2.

Also, Wikipedia says “Sorting networks ... are not capable of handling arbitrarily large inputs.”
void int32_sort(int32 *x, int64 n)
{ int64 t, p, q, i;
    if (n < 2) return;
    t = 1;
    while (t < n - t) t += t;
    for (p = t; p > 0; p >>= 1) {
        for (i = 0; i < n - p; ++i)
            if (!(i & p))
                minmax(x+i, x+i+p);
        for (q = t; q > p; q >>= 1)
            for (i = 0; i < n - q; ++i)
                if (!(i & p))
                    minmax(x+i+p, x+i+q);
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Constant-time sorting code included in 2017
Bernstein–Chuengsatiansup–Lange–van Vredendaal
“NTRU Prime” software release

revamped for higher speed

New: “djbsort”
constant-time sorting code

The slowdown for constant time sorting is large.
Massive fast-sorting literature.
2015 Gueron–Krasnov: AVX and AVX2 (Haswell) optimization of quicksort. For 32-bit integers:
\( \approx 45 \) cycles/byte for \( n \approx 2^{10} \),
\( \approx 55 \) cycles/byte for \( n \approx 2^{20} \).
Slower than “the radix sort implemented in IPP, which is the fastest in-memory sort we are aware of”: 32, 40 cycles/byte.

IPP: Intel’s Integrated Performance Primitives library.
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\begin{align*}
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\text{yes, code works} & \quad \downarrow \\
\end{align*}
\]

Symbolic execution:

use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.
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Symbolic execution: use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.
For each used $n$ (e.g., 768):

- C code
- normal compiler
- machine code
- symbolic execution
- fully unrolled code
- new peephole optimizer
- unrolled min-max code
- new sorting verifier
- yes, code works

Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.
For each used $n$ (e.g., 768):

C code

normal compiler

downward

machine code

symbolic execution

downward

fully unrolled code

new peephole optimizer

downward

unrolled min-max code

new sorting verifier

downward

yes, code works

Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer:
recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.
For each used $n$ (e.g., 768):

1. **C code**
2. normal compiler
3. **machine code**
4. symbolic execution
5. **fully unrolled code**
6. new peephole optimizer
7. **unrolled min-max code**
8. new sorting verifier
9. yes, code works

Symbolic execution: use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer: recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.

For each used $n$ (e.g., 768):

- C code
- normal compiler
- machine code
- symbolic execution
- fully unrolled code
- new peephole optimizer
- unrolled min-max code
- new sorting verifier
- yes, code works

Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer:
recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.

Sorting verifier: decompose DAG into merging networks.

First djbsort release, verified int32 on AVX2:
https://sorting.cr.yp.to
Includes the sorting code; automatic build-time tests; simple benchmarking program; verification tools.
Web site shows how to use the verification tools.
Next release planned: verified ARM NEON code and verified portable code.
Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer:
recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.

Sorting verifier: decompose DAG into merging networks.

First djbsort release, verified int32 on AVX2:
https://sorting.cr.yp.to
Includes the sorting code; automatic build-time tests; simple benchmarking program; verification tools.
Web site shows how to use the verification tools.
Next release planned: verified ARM NEON code and verified portable code.
Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library, with tiny new patches for eliminating byte splitting, adding a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer:
recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.

Sorting verifier: decompose DAG into merging networks.

First djbsort release, verified int32 on AVX2:
https://sorting.cr.yp.to
Includes the sorting code; automatic build-time tests; simple benchmarking program; verification tools.
Web site shows how to use the verification tools.
Next release planned: verified ARM NEON code and verified portable code.
Symbolic execution:
use existing “angr” library,
with tiny new patches for
eliminating byte splitting, adding
a few missing vector instructions.

Peephole optimizer:
recognize instruction patterns equivalent to min, max.

Sorting verifier: decompose DAG into merging networks.
Verify each merging network using generalization of 2007

First djbsort release,
verified int32 on AVX2:
https://sorting.cr.yp.to
Includes the sorting code;
automatic build-time tests;
simple benchmarking program;
verification tools.
Web site shows how to use the verification tools.
Next release planned:
verified ARM NEON code
and verified portable code.